
Situated in a mountainous region of the Gifu Prefecture is a small village of Gassho-style homes, uniquely Japanese structures with thatched roofs that are built to withstand heavy snowfall. Dating back to the 11th
century, the historic community of Shirakawa-go was recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1995. While the designation draws tourists each year who are keen on studying the architecture and local history as
they pass through the village, an unusual attraction draws inordinate crowds to the region.Simply called the Water Hose Festival, the biannual event involves testing the site&#8217;s ability to respond to fire. The
flammable and historic nature of the structures spurred caretakers to install massive sprinklers and hoses to prevent extensive damage. Each year in December and May, they test the lines and douse the homes,
according to the video above that shows a similar process occurring at a site in Miyama. The systems are concealed inside structures that mimic the original architecture, and the new buildings open from the center
allowing water to erupt into the air, a spectacular and almost comical process. (via Spoon &amp; Tamago)&nbsp;Shirakawa-goShirakawa-go&nbsp;&nbsp;ï»¿Prior to asking subjects to grin and say cheese,
photographers would entreat those awaiting a portrait to watch the birdie. Now generally out of use, the phrase dates back to 1879 and references a technique to capture both kids&#8217; and adults&#8217; attention at
just the right moment: Photographers would attach a little brass bird to the top of their lensâ€”the 1950s film Watch the Birdie erroneously positions a songbird on the main character&#8217;s hat rather than his
cameraâ€”and squeeze a pneumatic bulb, making the creature chirp and flap its wings as they snapped an image.Austria-based Markus HofstÃ¤tter recently restored one of the historic gadgets, a process he
demonstrates inÂ a new video. He begins by degreasing the 140-year-old pieces, 3D printing a new base, and finally attaching the water-filled device to his wet plate camera. After removing the lens cap and blowing into
a tube, he reveals the bird&#8217;s whistles.For more tutorials and explorations into historic photography techniques, check out HofstÃ¤tter&#8217;sÂ  YouTube and Instagram. You also might enjoy these similarly
chirping antique boxes that feature singing bird automata.Â (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;If the Leader Only Knew (2014). All images Â© Hank Willis Thomas, shared with permissionThrough his bronze sculptures and public
installations, Hank Willis Thomas (previously) examines history&#8217;s repetitions. The Brooklyn-based artist critically considers identity, social justice, and pop culture by visually weaving together the remains of the
past that surface in present day. Art is a platform where histories meet, he tells Colossal.Thomas&#8217;s sculptural pieces include a series of hands clenching a barbed wire fence, an oversized hair pick lodged into
concrete, and a gleaming basketball balancing on players&#8217; fingertips. No matter the medium, the interdisciplinary artist begins by examining advertisements and archival images and the messages those contain.
The transfer of a photograph into a three-dimensional expression allows the viewer to delve within a photograph and form an intimate understanding of the ideas it represents. That relationship inspires critical thought
about the viewer themselves and the world around them, he says.Many of Thomas&#8217;s artworks reflect on historical moments, like the Holocaust and South African apartheid, and explicitly connect them to
contemporary struggles. Photographs of mid-century Germany inspire sculptures, like If the Leader Only Knew, that evoke images of migrants detained at the United States-Mexico border. He ties a glimpse of mining
workers to Hands Up, Don&#8217;t Shoot, a cry to end state-sanctioned police violence, which informs the outstretched arms in Raise Up. History repeats itself, and art is one cultural framework through which we engage
with these profound moments, hopefully awakening our consciousness, the Brooklyn-based artist says.&nbsp;Raise Up (2014)For Thomas, art and activism are inextricable. In recent months, he&#8217;s been
considering their critical intersections particularly in relation to creative movements like Wide Awakes and For Freedoms, an organization he co-founded that has been spearheading public projects prior to the 2020
election. Art is not unaffected in this moment; it is the context that unifies our experiences of joy and even those of growth and pain. Art is the human experience. I am also curious about how people and society will
change, and I think of my existence within this change as a man, as a Black man, he says.Thomas&#8217;s work will be part of the group exhibition Barring Freedom at the San JosÃ© Museum of Art, which runs from
October 31, 2020, to April 25, 2021. A book surveying his decades-long practice, titled Hank Willis Thomas: All Things Being Equal, is available on Bookshop, and you can stay updated with his latest projects on Twitter
and Instagram.&nbsp;All Power to All People (2017). Photo by Steve WeinikDie dompas moet brand! / The Dompas must burn! (2013)Left: Globetrotter (2016), fiberglass, chameleon auto paint finish, 32 1/2 Ã— 11 Ã—
20 inches. Right: Tip Off (2014), polyester resin and chameleon paint, 43 Ã— 13 Ã— 11 inchesHistory of the Conquest (2017), bronze. Installation view at Jazz Museum for Prospect.4: The Lotus in Spite of the Swamp.
Photo by Mike SmithZanzibar (2019). All images Â© Cecilia Paredes, shared with permissionWhether immersing herself in swathes of ornamental textiles or against paisley-style backdrops, Cecilia Paredes is adept at
camouflaging herself in the most elaborate settings. The Peruvian artist disguises her figure by painting her exposed skin and draping her torso in lavishly patterned clothing, leaving just her hair and eyes untouched as
she snaps a photograph. The meticulously composed self-portraits, which are part of an ongoing body of work, blur the boundaries between subject and surrounding environment as they consider themes of nature, origin,
and transformation.Paredes is represented by Ruiz-Healy Art, where some of her smaller works are on view as part of two group exhibitions. See more of her multi-media pieces that explore elements of disguise on
Artsy.&nbsp;Asian Dreams (2018)Shield (2018)The Voyage (2019)Of Wings And Thorns (2020)All images Â© Eleni Debo, shared with permissionBelgian illustrator Eleni Debo works within subdued color palettes
rendering curious scenes that illuminate the human condition and modern life. Often supporting magazine articles or other editorial endeavors, Debo&#8217;s drawings generally focus on a moving figure, whether a
woman attempting to work while she whorls around a red tornado or a single biker speeding alongâ€”her piece The Road was included as part of Colossal&#8217;s 2018 print show Chain Reaction. Largely situated in
outdoor environments, the illustrations are rich in details that visualize a larger narrative about family bonds or the mental-health impacts of artificial light.A tabletop game featuring Debo&#8217;s work is slated for release
soon, and she recently was named the professional editorial category winner of this year&#8217;s World Illustration Awards. During the next few months, she&#8217;ll be working on a pair of illustrated books from her
home in the Italian Alps. Until then, follow her reflective projects on Instagram, and pick up a print in her shop.&nbsp;Full image of Project Orion. All images Â© Matt Harbison, shared with permissionFor the past five
years, Chattanooga-based astrophotographer Matt Harbison has poured more than 500 hours into capturing the minute details of the Orion constellation, an immense undertaking that&#8217;s culminated in a stunning
2.5 gigapixel image. In its entirety, Project Orion is composed of 2,508 individual shots meticulously stitched together into a fiery, star-studded mosaic.In a statement about the monumental project, Harbison writes that his
fascination with the neblua began in childhood during camping trips and Boy Scout excursions and later, as he drove to high school and college. Orion was always there, seemingly inconspicuous.Â  I have always felt a
connection to this cosmic way-finder. Big decisions and events in my life came and went, yet those stars seemed to always find their way into my consciousness, he says.&nbsp;A close-up of Project OrionHarbison began
by photographing Andromeda in 2011 before shifting his focus to Orion in 2013. He traveled from Tennessee to Texas to capture the nebula at various points and often camped out with a group of astrophotographers in
ice fishing tents. He explains the lengthy process:The image posed many problems from the startâ€”balancing differing sky conditions per night, aligning to the same star position each and every night, and meticulously
returning to a position just a few thousand pixels North, South, East, or West. Aside from the challenge of software, there were also the continual hardware problems and challenging weather conditions in East Tennessee.
Sure, there are some good nights, but there are some not so good nights as well.After gathering hundreds of individual shots, Harbison realized he needed to update his equipment as the scope of the image grewâ€”for
specifics on the telescopes, cameras, and software used, check out this statement.Â The project amasses a total of 44 TB across 21 hard drives, 7 laptops, and 3 desktops, with my 4th and final desktop recently
completed, he says.Now finished, the composite image is available for exploration on Harbison&#8217;s site. Follow him on Instagram and YouTube, where he shares his space-centric findings, and check out this video
to dive deeper into his process. (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;A close-up of Project OrionA close-up of Project OrionAll images Â© Barbara Franc, shared with permisisonLondon-based artist Barbara Franc (previously) upcycles
materials that otherwise would be tossed into the recycling bin to create a quirky menagerie of metal creatures. Composed with scraps and copper wire, the lively sculptures generally are indicative of movement: owls lift a
talon mid-waddle, two cats peer over their shoulders with surprised expressions, and a squirrel appears ready to scurry off.The diversity of Franc&#8217;s creatures mimic the breadth of materials utilized. She often
begins by creating a wire-netting form before attaching the found objectsâ€”which include a combination of windscreen wipers, dog leads, keys, cupboard handles, cutlery, biscuit tins, old spanners, metal clips, costume
jewelry, and clock and watch piecesâ€”that she sources from yard sales, thrift shops, builder&#8217;s dumpsters, and along the roadside as she walks. When attached to the body, logo-printed scraps form a bushy tail
and chess pieces create ruffled chest feathers.Franc notes that she creates to celebrate other species rather than out ofÂ sentimentality. It is more about a very positive feeling of respect for the huge diversity of life on our
wonderful planet and the knowledge that Life itself will always be there. Animals just symbolize that for me in an uncomplicated and direct approach as there is no human element to confuse the issue, she says.Purchase
one of Franc&#8217;s animalistic sculptures from her shop, and follow her latest recycled pieces on Instagram.&nbsp;Image via Wrath of GnonLiterally translating to platform cedar, daisugi is a 14th- or 15th-century
technique that offers an efficient, sustainable, and visually stunning approach to forestry.Â The method originated in Kyoto and involves pruning the branches of Kitayama cedar so that the remaining shoots grow straight
upward from a platform. Rather than harvesting the entire tree for lumber, loggers can fell just the upper portions, leaving the base and root structure intact.Although daisugi mostly is used in gardens or bonsai today, it
originally was developed to combat a seedling shortage when the demand for taruki, a type of impeccably straight and knot-free lumber, was high. Because the upper shoots of Kitayama cedar can be felled every 20
years, which is far sooner than with other methods, the technique grew in popularity.To see daisugi up close, watch this video chronicling pruning, felling, and transplanting processes. (via Kottke)&nbsp;Courtesy of
H.Tanaka/ShutterstockImage via Komori ZouenA scroll depicting daisugi by Housen Higashihara, courtesy of the auction house&nbs
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